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Student Threats 
In our day and age, we live in a world that is rampant with all types of media that tap into the natural curiosity that                         
children may have with violence. Of course, the children of Seaside Elementary are not immune to these issues. We                   
must be diligent as a school community to steer students in a positive direction, to the most age appropriate books,                    
magazines, websites, television programs, movies, and video games. Highly impressionable children who are             
overexposed to media laced with violence may become desensitized and become more prone to use language                
associated with violence.  

Horry County Schools (HCS) recently created a video message in partnership with our local law enforcement agencies                 
and the Solicitor’s Office emphasizing the importance of how we work together in addressing threats that students or                  
others may make against our schools, students, and/or employees. In addition to educating students on the                
consequences of making threats, the proactive component of our collaborative message for students, employees, and               
parents is that if you “see something, say something.” The video has been widely broadcasted on our local television                   
channels. Here is a link to the video. The specific Internet address to access the video is                 
https://youtu.be/-VDcNQ_h-wM. Dr. Rick Maxey, HCS Superintendent of Schools is the primary speaker in the video. I                
strongly urge you to watch it along with your children. 

In cases when students are identified to Mrs. Laps, Assistant Principal or me for using inappropriate language that                  
focuses on violence, threats, and/or use of weapons, we must act in the best interest of those students and the best                     
interest of all students to ensure their safety. In addition, there are specific guidelines including police contact;                 
documentation and investigation of incidents, assignment of consequences, completion of threat protocols, and             
execution of a behavioral hearing. Each incident is unique and procedures may vary depending on circumstances. 

 
The Seaside Elementary 7C’s Framework 
I am excited to introduce to you our educational framework. This logo highlights its’ components. 
 

 

This framework defines specific research-based components that are indicative of high achieving elementary schools. As               

noted above, the components include: Children Achieving, Curriculum and Teaching, Community, Culture,            

Collaboration, Character, and Common Language. In totality, the framework is called the 7 C’s. The entire Seaside                 

Elementary educational community will catch the wave of high student achievement! To fully explain the framework,                

during the remainder of the school year, I will highlight components of the framework through this newsletter. This                  

month, I will begin with the first two elements: Children Achieving and Curriculum and Teaching. 

https://youtu.be/-VDcNQ_h-wM
https://youtu.be/-VDcNQ_h-wM


Children Achieving 
Regardless of the educational literature or research studies that are focused upon, the primary point that is made again                   
and again is that truly outstanding schools have a great focus on student academic achievement. Listed below, I share                   
with you several quotations about student achievement. “Children achieving” is the first “C” in our framework because                 
our students are most important. We must work in conjunction with one another in their best interest so that high                    
expectations will lead to high achievement. In addition, my leadership team and our entire staff must ALWAYS make                  
decisions in the best interest of students. And, when examining our practices, we must continually look for ways in                   
which we may improve in light of how those improvements may impact student achievement in a positive way. 
  

QUOTATION SOURCE 

“Embrace the premise that the fundamental purpose of the school is to ensure that all 
students learn at high levels and enlist the staff in examining every existing practice, 
program, and procedure to ensure it aligns with that purpose.” 

How Do Principals 
Really Improve School? 
Rick DuFour, 
Educational Leadership, 
April 2013 

“Actions and behaviors that ensure that the school has a clear focus on student 
achievement are guided by relevant and timely data.” 

Five specific categories are most important: 

1. Ensure clear and measurable goals are established and focused on critical needs 
regarding improving overall student achievement at the school level. 

2. Ensure clear and measurable goals are established and focused on critical needs 
regarding improving achievement of individual students within the school. 

3. Ensure that data are analyzed, interpreted, and used to regularly monitor progress 
toward school achievement goals. 

4. Ensure that data are analyzed, interpreted, and used to regularly monitor progress 
toward achievement goals for individual students.” 

The Marzano School 
Leadership Evaluation 
Model, Robert J. 
Marzano, February 
2012 

Horry County Schools' vision is to be a premier, world-class school system in which every 
student acquires an excellent education. Our schools will be welcoming centers organized 
around high-quality teaching and learning. 

HCS Website 2019 

Horry County Schools’ CORE VALUES 
We put service to students above all else. 
We take responsibility for the success of all students. 
We care passionately about our work with students. 
We build strong, positive relationships with students, staff, parents, and community. 
We model and promote civility and integrity. 

HCS Website 2019 

 

Curriculum and Teaching 

Robert Marzano has completed groundbreaking work that has synthesized educational research from the past thirty-five 
years. Data from similar studies is used in the process of meta-analysis to formulate conclusions regarding the 
educational processes that have the greatest impact on producing high student achievement. Based on Marzano’s work, 



the top school-level factor that promotes high student academic achievement is a guaranteed and viable curriculum. 
Therefore, focusing on curriculum is a highly appropriate aspect of any outstanding educational framework. 

 Secondly, and most importantly, the research is abundantly clear, that effective teachers have the greatest impact on 
student academic achievement. In fact, teachers have a far greater impact than the school-level factors that I noted 
above. Marzano states: “The immediate and clear implication of this finding is that seemingly more can be done to 
improve education by improving the effectiveness of teachers than by any other single factor.” 

 As I continue to address our focus areas in our school framework, you will see that the first two, focusing on our 
children, and second, focusing on curriculum and teaching are the most important aspects of a high achieving school. 
Listed below are several bulleted points that provide you with more information about what we do to focus on 
curriculum and teaching. 

 Curriculum 

● We identify and communicate the content considered essential for all students. At SSE, teachers must unpack                
the South Carolina State Standards so that they have a clear understanding and are able to communicate to                  
their students exactly what students should know, understand, and be able to do. Standards are identified as                 
part of instructional goal setting, reflected upon to monitor academic progress, and further targeted to address                
subsequent instruction to maintain academic achievement momentum.  

● We ensure that the essential content can be addressed in the amount of time available for instruction. At SSE,                   
an elementary schedule is instituted that provides clearly designated instructional blocks of time for reading,               
writing, mathematics, science, and social studies instruction. In addition, workstation time is included in the               
schedule to provide interventions to students who are experiencing academic difficulties or provide enrichment              
to students who are already meeting standards. Online and adaptive digital content will allow teachers to                
personalize learning for every student in a way that has not been possible in our classrooms before, helping us                   
to accelerate student learning and provide “just in time” support for students.  

 Teaching 

● We strive to promote improved teaching through professional development that implemented using the F4S              
framework as noted below. Our teachers work in conjunction with one another through our PLC structure of                 
collaboration where expertise is shared from teacher to teacher. Teachers who are having the greatest success                
in terms of student achievement are encouraged to share their strategies with their colleagues. 

 F4S Professional Development Framework 

Focus Professional development expectations should be focused and not overwhelm participants. Faculty members            
should feel that the tasks can be accomplished and become part of their regular practice through collaborative                 
learning in conjunction with the SSE leadership team, grade-level team members, other staff members, and               
district-level instructional leaders. Providing “focus” are hallmarks of the work of Michael Fullan and Mike               
Schmoker. 

Facilitate Professional development should be facilitated by instructional leaders. If I expect you to incorporate new               
practices into your repertoire, in turn, I should provide the means to make the process easier. The term for this                    
practice is called reciprocal reciprocity. Reciprocal reciprocity is a term coined by Dick Elmore from the Harvard                 
Graduate School of Education. 

Feedback 
Educational leaders should provide feedback so that staff knows what they are doing well and in what ways 
growth may be realized. Feedback should be specific, concise, clear, and timely. Feedback will be provided to 
you in the form of a judgment statement followed by objective evidence directly tied to the judgment 
statement. Hattie’s Feedback Model is the basis for this aspect of F4S. 



Follow-up The only practices that become institutionalized are the ones that are focused on, remain in the forefront of                  
expectations, are checked upon, and feedback is provided. Therefore, educational leaders must continually             
follow-up so that practices do not “die on the vine.” 

Sustainability The entire premise of the F4S professional development model is to promote the sustainability of practice.                
Sustainability of practice is directly tied to “C” component—climate/culture. When practices become sustained,             
they become part of the school culture. Even though a leader may move on, practices that are part of the school                     
culture carry on! 

  
● Coaching is provided to our teachers as part of our professional development model so that curricular and                 

instructional expertise may be modeled and practiced. Building-level and district-level coaches and consultants             
are used. 

● Our teachers clearly understand that teaching is an art and science. From a science point of view, they                  
understand that research clearly indicates that there are teaching techniques and strategies that have a great                
impact on student academic achievement. These techniques and strategies can be replicated from teacher to               
teacher. On the other hand, teaching is an art. The art of teaching is much more difficult to replicate. It comes                     
from the combination of background knowledge, ongoing professional development and learning, coaching, a             
deep conceptual understanding of curriculum, experience, and a deep belief in success for each and every                
student. The art of effective teaching employs effective instructional strategies, classroom management            
techniques, and classroom curriculum design in a fluent, seamless fashion. 

 
In Closing 

I hope everyone gets an opportunity to read my newsletters as I continue to publish them periodically during the 

2019-2020 school year. It is my pleasure and honor to act as your principal at Seaside Elementary and I look forward to 

working together with you and the entire educational community! Best wishes for continued success! 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Robert J. Homer 
Principal 


